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Using the method of geueralized characteristics, we study the large-time structure 
of admissible weak solutions of a scalar conservation law, in one space variable, 
with a single inflection point, in the presence of a linear source field, under Cauchy 
data that are periodic and have mean zero. We show that for all times sufficiently 
large, the solution stays uniformly in a bounded set which is independent of the size 
of the data. Moreover, when the data are of class Co then, generically, the number 
of shocks per period attains a finite vaiue which remains constant thereafter. In 
particular, all shocks become left-contact discontinuities while their evolution is 
governed by a nonlinear system of functional and delay-differential equations. 
0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the nonlinear partial differential equation 
-m<x<al, Odt<co, (1.1) 
where J( .) and g( -) are given smooth functions defined on (-co, co) and 
taking values, along with the unknown u(x, t) in ( - co, m). Such an equa- 
tion, which is commonly called a balance law (or conservation law, in the 
absence of the nonhomogeneous term g), serves as the classical prototype 
for systems of equations that govern the time-evolution of one-dimensional 
continuous media with “elastic” response. 
Despite the apparent simplicity of (l-l), it is well-known that the Cauchy 
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problem for it does not possess globally defined smooth soIut~ons. As a 
matter of fact, even if the initial data 
are analytic, solutions generally stay smooth only up to a critical time 
beyond which the nonlinear structure of f( = ) leads to the generation of 
discontinuities (shocks) that tend to dominate the wave pattern thereafter. 
However, when g(u) is either dissipative or it grows no faster than linear 
in U, then, for any bounded a,,( -) of locally bounded variation on 
(- co, oc,), there exists a unique admissible global solution of (l.l), (1.2) 
in the .cfass BV of functions of locally bounded variation in the sense of 
Tone& and Cesari [ 17, t 1 ]. 
Natural questions arise concerning the large-time behavior of admissible 
BV-solutions of (l-l), (1.2). When the supply term g( . ) vanishes a detailed 
description of the mechanisms that affect the asymptotic behavior of soIu- 
tions, as t -+ co, is available, under a variety of assumptions on the initial 
data uO( .)- In particular, when ug(. ) is periodic with mean zero then, iff( + )
is convex, waves are confined and their interaction induces O(b-r) decay 
[12, 21, while, iff( .) has a single inflection point, thenf’(u(x, t)) decays as 
O(t-‘) at a uniform rate, independent of the size of the data [IO, 1,5]. 
By contrast, very little is known about the large-time behavior of solu- 
tions of the inhomogeneous conservation law (1.1). especially in the case 
where no convexity restrictions on f( .) are imposed j[4]. In particular, it 
is known that iff -) is uniformly convex and uO(.) is periodic then the total 
variation of u( e, t) over a period decays to zero provided that g( *) is 
appropriately dissipative. 
Tt becomes therefore very interesting to discuss the situation in which 
there is competition between all the dissipative mechanisms that are 
present in the homogeneous case, g= 0, and an excitation, for instance 
as in 
where f(u) E C”( -co, 00) is not convex but has just one inflection point, 
normahzed so that 
f(O)=f’(O)=.f”(O)=O, q-“(u) < 0, u f0. (I.41 
Our intent here is to study the large-time structure of admissible weak 
solutions of the model equation 
a,u(x, t)-a,(lU(X, t)l p-1u(x, l))--uu(x, tj=o, P>2, (1.5) 
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under continuous initial data (1.2) that are Lperiodic and have mean zero, 
i.e., 
24()(x -kL) = 240(x), --co<<<<, L > 0, (1.6) 
s 
L. 
u*(x) dx = 0. (1.7) o 
It is worth noting that when f( .) is strictly (but not necessarily 
uniformly) convex, normalized so that 
f(O) = f’(O) = 0, u!‘(u) > 0, uzo, (1.8) 
the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (1.3), under periodic initial data 
with mean zero, has been studied by the author in [15]. A typical example 
in that case is provided by the equation 
a,u(x, t)+a.,(lu(x, t)l”)--24% r)=O, p&Z (1.9) 
whose behavior is to be contrasted to that of (1.5). 
From the perspective of large-time behavior of solutions, one is naturally 
tempted to explore the implications of the group-invariance of (1.3) under 
the translation group 
(x, c, u)i-+(x+cT, t+2, u), ZEIR, 
generated by 8, i- cd,, where c is a fixed constant. Global invariants of this 
group are 
91=X-CCf, v=u 
so that a group-invariant solution u = q(q) takes the familiar form 
U(X, t) = ~(x - et) which determines a travelling wave moving at constant 
speed c. Imposing the restriction on F( .) to be periodic and of class BV we 
find that (1.3) admits a family of (non-trivial) periodic travelling-wave 
solutions which, if f( -) is strictly convex and satisfies (1.8), are in fact 
stationary, while if f( .) is non-convex but satisfies (1.4), their speed of 
propagation takes values in a specific set. It becomes therefore conceivable 
that, as a result of the competition between the dissipative flux-term f, and 
the exciting source-term -16, the solution no longer decays but, instead, 
approaches an asymptotically sustained oscillation. Indeed, as we have 
shown, for the convex case [lS] admissible weak solutions of (1.3)‘under 
periodic initial data with mean zero converge, as t -+ 00, to a particular 
member of the above family of stationary waves. However, when f( . ) has 
an inflection point the situation, as is expected, becomes much more com- 
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plicated. Unlike the convex case, solutions now contain Ieft-contact discon- 
tinuities as well as rarefaction waves radiating out of contact discontinuities 
and the geometric structure of the wave-pattern becomes substantially 
more intricate. The interesting question is whether the solution of (1.3j, 
under initial data z+,( .) which satisfy (1.6) and (1.7 ), approaches asymptoti- 
cally a specific profile or it wanders from profile to profile in a chaotic 
manner. 
To simplify somewhat our analysis, we limit our study to the case of the 
model equation (1.5). First we prove that, as t -+ .CD, the solution stays in 
a bounded set which, in fact, is indcpende~t of the size of the initial data ! 
Then we show that, generically, for t sufficiently large the number of shocks 
per period attains a finite value which remains constant thereafter. 
Moreover, all shocks become left-contacts. The evolution of these shocks is 
governed by a nonlinear system of functional and deiay-differential equa- 
tions whose asymptotic behavior determines that of the solution u(x, t). 
As it then turns out, there is always a particular travelling-wave solution 
~(x- ct) which complies with the above system of equations and so it 
becomes natural to conjecture that, as t -+ co, the shocks approach steady- 
states and therefore the solution itself approaches 9(x - ct). However, the 
verification of this conjecture is still under investigation. 
Though still awaiting, it seems that an exhaustive study of the 
asymptotic behavior of solutions of the scalar equation (1.1) could provide 
the necessary technical background for exploring similar questions for 
systems of hyperbolic balance laws [S, 13, 14,7]. 
The fundamental tool in our approach will be the concept of a 
generalized ckaracteristic in the sense of [3]. A characteristic of (1.1 )* 
associated with a classical solution u(x, t), is defined as a trajectory of the 
ordinary d~erential equation 
dx 
--g =f’(4x, t)). 
For weak solutions the same definition is adopted, but now (1.10) is inter- 
preted as a contingent equation in the sense of Filippov [9]. As a conse- 
quence of the Filippov theory, through any point (X,2) of the upper half- 
plane passes at least one forward characteristic, defined on a right maximal 
interval [IE, z), z ,( co, and at least one backward characteristic delined on 
a left maximal interval (0, t], (T 2 0. The set of forward (or backwardj 
characteristics through (2, i) spans the funnel confined between a minimal 
and a maximal forward (or backward) characteristic through (C&F). Of 
course, these extremal forward (or backward) Gharacte~stics need not be 
distinct. It turns out that all generalized characteristics propagate with 
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either classical characteristic speed or with shock speed, but it is the special 
properties of the extremal backward ones that play the key role in the 
analysis. 
2. GENERALIZED CHARACTERISTICS 
We consider an admissible BV-solution of (1.3), that is, a measurable 
function U(X, t) defined on ( - m, cc ) x [0, cc ), with distributional 
derivatives a,~, 8,~ that are locally finite Bore1 measures, which satisfies 
the entropy inequalitly 
a,fl(u(x, t)) + d,q(ub, t)) - $(4x, t)) a, t) 2 0, (2.1) 
for every pair of functions q(u), q(u), where V(U) is concave and 
q(u) := j-1 f’(u) v’(u) du. (2.2) 
The functions q( .) and q( .) are commonly called entropy and entropy- 
Jlux, respectively, while any such pair (q(. ), q( . )) is called an entropy-pair. 
For a thorough discussion on the motivation of the admissibility condition 
(2.1) and other analogous conditions see [6]. 
For any bounded function uO( .) of locally bounded variation on 
(--co, co), the Cauchy problem (1.3), (1.2), admits a unique admissible 
BV-solution u(x, t). In particular, for every fixed t E [0, co), the function 
u( ., t) has locally bounded variation on ( - co, co ) and so one-sided limits 
u(x f , t) exist at every point (x, t), t > 0. Therefore, after a modification on 
a set of Lebesgue measure zero, we can normalize U(X, t) by assuming that 
it is continuous from the left, i.e., 
u(x, t) = u(x - , t), --co<<<<, o<t<co. 
Throughout the paper, u(x, t) will denote a normalized admissible BV- 
solution of (1.3). 
The following lemma presents three important, but essentially familiar, 
consequences of the entropy inequality (2.1) for an admissible BV-solution 
of (1.3). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let +(-):[a,b]+(-CQCO), x(.):[u,~]+(-~,a), 
0 <a < b < c~j, be Lipschitz continuous functions such that I,!/( .) < I( .), 
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tE [a, b]. Then for any entropJ+pair (q(u), q(u)) and for ail c, z-, 
ado<z<b, 
jE;::; q(u(x, T)) dx - j”‘“’ Y/(4x, 0)) dx 
9(c) 7 4 s x(t) q’(u(x, t)) u(x, t) d.u dt fJ *(f) 
-7 .X(f) - 
J J Y/‘(u(x, t,) u(x, t) dx dt a IL(Z) 
- s : M4X(t), 0) -i(t)e4xw, Nl dt, (2.4) 
s 
x(r) 
s 
.Xlfl) 
u(x, z) dx - u(x, a) dx 
IG(r) *cc) 
- I ; W~XW, t)) -i(t) 4x(t), 01 dt. (2.5) 
Prooif: We integrate (2.1) against a nonnegative Lipschitz test function 
4(x, t) to obtain 
m2 6, s s --m (?(U)a,#+q(u)a,~+Il’(u)u~rdxdt~0. (2.6) 0 
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Choosing 4(x, t) = 2(x, t) p(t), where 
i 
0, t < a, 
(t-ok adt<a+e, 
P(t)= 1, a+&<t<T, 
1 + (z - t)/c, T<I<ZS&, 
0, z+e<t, 
1 
0, x < IC/(t) - -% 
1 + b - e(t)&% $(t)--<xx<(t), 
A(x, t)= 1, b+(t) d x G x(t), 
1 + (x(t) -X)/E, x(t) <x < x(t) + 6 
0, x(t) + E < 4 
with E > 0 and letting E J 0 in (2.6), we arrive at (2.3). Applying now (2.3) 
for the functions $(t) = $(t) - E, i(t) = x(t) - a, E > 0, and letting E JO, we 
obtain (2.4). Finally, on applying (2.4) for the entropy-pairs f (u, f(u)) we 
deduce (2.5). 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Let x(. ): [a, b] -+ ( - CCI, CO) be a Lipschitz continuous 
function. Then for almost all points in the (possibly empty) set oft E [a, b] 
with 24(x(t) + , t) # 24(x(t), t), 
i(t) =fMx(t) + > t)) -f(u(x(t), t)) 
4x(t) + 7 t) - u(x(t)9 t) ’ 
(2.7) 
f’(Wt) + 7 t)) <l(t) df’(u(x(t), t)). (2.8) 
ProojI Setting e(t) =x(t), t E [a, b], in (2.3) we conclude that, for 
almost all t E [a, b], 
4(4x(t) + 3 f)) - q(Wth t)) 
-i(t)Cvl(uMt) + 9 t)) - r(4x(t), t))l a 0. (2.9) 
Equality (2.7) is now derived from inequality (2.9) on choosing the 
entropy-pairs rt:(u, f(u)). To show inequality (2.8) we assume 
z&(t), t) < u(x(t) +, t) (the case Q(t), t) > z&(t) +, t) can be treated 
along similar lines). Picking any UE (u(~(t), t), z&(t) +, t)) and applying 
(2.9) for the entropy-pair ((u - II) ~, (f(u) - f(u)) + ), where the superscripts 
+ and - denote positive and negative part, respectively, we obtain that 
li(t) <f(u(x(t). t)) -f(v) 
4x(t), t) - ” 
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and so by letting v 1 u(x(t), t) we get the right half of (2.8). The other half 
of (2.8) now follows easily from the properties of the graph off(u) upon 
noting that, by (2.7), i(t) is the slope of the chord that joins the points 
(u(~(t)~ f), f(u(x(r), t))) and (4x(t) +, 11, f(uMt) +, f))). I 
In view of Lemma 2.2 (c.f. in particular (2.8)) we are now ready to give 
the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A generalized characteristic of (1.3), associated with 
an admissible BV-solution u(x, f), is a Lipschitz trajectory x(. ): 
[a, 6]+ ( - ixj, co), 0 <a < b < co, of the ordinary differential equation 
(1.10 j, in the sense of Filippov, i.e., 
lift) E Cf’(4x(r) + 3 t)), f’(uMf)? t))l, 
for almost all ZE [a, b]. 
(2.10) 
Remark. According to the theory of differential inclusions of type (2.10 j
[9], through any point (X, t) of the upper half-plane passes a funnel of 
forward (backward) characteristics, confined between a minimal and a 
maximal forward (backward) one. In particular, the minimal and maximal 
backward characteristics, whose special properties consist the main objec- 
tive of this section, form the paths along which the fastest and slowest 
signals, respectively, reach the point X at the time t. Another important and 
extremely useful result of the general theory of (2.10 j assures that the limit 
of any convergent sequence of generalized characteristics is itself a 
generalized characteristic. 
Typical examples of generalized characteristics are classical charac- 
teristics and shocks. In fact, the following lemma, which is an immediate 
consequence of Definition 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, asserts that generalized 
characteristics must propagate with either classical characteristic speed or 
with shock speed. 
LEMMA 2.3. A Lipschitz curve x( .): [a, b] -+ (-XI, m) is a generalized 
characteristic if and only if for almost all f E [a, b] 
i(t) = 
when uMt) + , tj # u(~(tj, I). 
(2.11) 
Before we proceed it is expedient o give the following definition: 
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DEFINITION 2.2. A characteristic x( .): [a, b] -+ (-co, co) of (1.3), 
associated with an admissible BV-solution u(x, t), is called a left-contact or 
a right-contact if 
i(t)=f'(Wth 0) (2.12) 
or 
i(t)=f'(4x(t)+, t)), (2.13) 
for almost all t E [a, b]. 
Remark. In view of Lemma 2.2, any characteristic x( .): [a, b] -+ 
( - co, co) which is a right-contact should also be a left-contact. The 
converse, however, is not always true, and this reflects the fact that under 
assumption (1.4), admissible solutions of (1.3) may contain left- but not 
right-contact-discontinuities. In particular, the formation of left-contact- 
discontinuities along the extremal backward characteristics consists one of 
the main features that distinguish their geometric structure in the non- 
convex case from that in the convex one, where there both are classical 
characteristics and u(x, t) is continuous across them [3]. 
In what follows we record the remarkable properties of these extremal 
backward characterstics, as well as, those of the maximal forward charac- 
teristic emanating from a point of discontinuity. The proofs are lengthy 
and complicated but need not be presented here because they differ 
insignificantly from those in the homogeneous case (g z 0) that may be 
found in [S]. 
Furthermore, we note that, since our main objective in the sequel is to 
study the large-time structure of admissible BV-solutions of the model 
equation (1.5), we shall restrict the statements of the theorems to this case 
only. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose u(x, t) is an admissible BV-solution of (1.5), 
(1.2), and let l( .) denote the maximal backward characteristic through any 
point (2, t) E (-co, 00) x (0, ccj). Then c(e) is a right-contact on [0, t). 
When ~(2, 7) # 0 and/or u(x+, i) #O, then there is a finite mesh 
O=a,<a,< ... <a,+,=isuch that c(.) is a piecewise smooth curve con- 
sisting of a finite number of C’ arcs joined together at the points (c(a,), uK), 
K = 0, 1, . ..) m + 1. Furthermore, 
u(at), t) = 45(t) + 9 t) 
=~(5(a,+~)+,a,+,)e’~~K+‘, 
aK<t<aK+l, Ic = 0, . . . . m, (2.14) 
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~(5(~,),~,j=~(5(~,+I)+,a,+l)e”K-aK+’, K = 1, . . . . nz, (2.15) 
1 
%(5(O)) e=’ 2 dC(QI) + 3 a,), if 45(alj+,~,)>o, 
h(W)) ea’ G d&al) f, alI, if 4mj+,~,w, 
(2.14) 
c!(t) = -PMS(t) + 9 t)l p-1, aK<t<a,,,, K=O ) . ..) m, (2.17 j
Pl45(%c)~ 4 p-1 
rc=l m. 9 ..., (2.18) 
When i(Z, i) = u(X +, t) = 0, then there is a E [0, t] such that t(t) =X, 
tE[a,t], and u([(t),t)=u(l(t)+,t)=O, tE(a,t] (also at t=a ifa>O). 
Moreover, if a > 0, there is an increasing sequence 0 = a, < a, < a, < . . ) 
with uKTu and t(a,)J.& as K--+ “o, such that (2.14), (2.15), (2.16), (2.1711, 
and (2.18) UN holdfor K= 1, 2, .._. In particular, lu(l(t), t)l JO as tfa. 
Remark. As is evident from Theorem 2.1, maximal backward charac- 
teristics have far more complicated structure in the nonconvex case than in 
the convex one (compare with Theorem 2.2 in [ 151). In particular, one 
sees that now every maximal backward characteristic t(. ) is formed by the 
union of a finite number of smooth arcs joined together at points of 
left-contact-discontinuity, while, along every single arc the classical 
characteristic equations are satisfied. Note, however, that the theorem gives 
no information on the location of contact-discontinuities. This is the major 
difficulty one has to overcome in order to study effectively the large-time 
behavior of solutions. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose u(x, t) is an admissible BV-solution of (1.5), 
(1.2), and let i( -) denote the minimal backward characteristic through any 
point (f, t) E (--co, co) x (0, cc). Then u(c(t), t) is a continuous function on 
(0, i] which is different from zero when u(X., i) # 0 and constant, equal to 
zero, when u(X, i) = 0. For any t E (0, i), 
40) = -PMi(tL t)l p--l, (2.19) 
and so c( .) is a C’ curve, in particular, a left-contact. Furthermore, the 
interval (0, i) is decomposed into the union of two disjoint subsets 8 and %? 
with the properties: 
(i) 0 is the (at most) countable union of pairwise disjoint open 
intervals, 
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such that for all t E (ah-, b,), K = 1, 2, . . . . 
u([(t), t) = u(i(t) +, t) = u([(a,), a,) ereuK= u([(b,), b,) erebK. (2.20) 
(ii) For an)! point t EW, u([(t), t) # u([(t) +, t) and 
PMi(th OlP-’ 
= Iu(i(t) +, t)l p-’ u(i(t) + 9 t) - b(i(t), t)l p-1 u(r(t)? t) 
u(Ut) + 3 t) - 45(t), t) 
. (2.21) 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose u(x, t) is an admissible BV-solution of (1.5), 
(1.2), and let I( .) denote the maximal forward characteristic emanating from 
any point (2, t) E (- KI, co) x (0, MI) with u(;U, i) # u(X +, i). Then x( .) is a 
shock (genuine or contact-discontinuity) on [i, CD)), i.e., u(X(t) + , t) # 
u(x(t), t) for all t E [t, 00). Furthermore, the functions u(x(t), t), u(X(t) + , t) 
are continuozls from the right on [t, cc), x( ‘) is differentiable from the right 
on [T, cc) and 
$x(t)= - lu(x(t)+, t)lP-lu(x(t)+, t)- b&(t), t)l”-‘u(x(t), t) 
uMt)+, t) - u(x(t), t) 
(2.22) 
Remark. Note that in contrast to the convex case (c.f. Theorems 2.3, 2.4 
in [ 151) a point of discontinuity (2, t) away from the axis t = 0, may now 
generate more than one forward characteristic. The reason is that 
admissible BV-solutions of (1.5) contain, in general, genuine shocks, as well 
as, left-contact-shocks. Genuine shocks have the tendency to simplify the 
wave pattern by absorbing all incoming signals and never producing out- 
going ones. Left-contact-shocks, on the other hand, can generate wave-fans 
which contain rarefaction waves that radiate out of left-contact-discon- 
tinuities [S] and, as a result, they tend to complicate the geometric struc- 
ture of the solution. Nevertheless, as in the convex case, the collision of two 
or more shocks always produces a single outgoing shock. Furthermore, as 
Theorem 2.3 asserts, the maximal forward characteristic emanating from 
any point of discontinuity (Z, t) is always a shock x( -) which is defined on 
[t; co). It turns out that the number of forward characteristics through 
(x, t) is closely related to a well-known consequence of the entropy 
inequality (2.1), which is due to Oleinik [ 161. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let (X, t) be a point of discontinuity of U(X, t). We say 
Oleinik’s E-condition is satisfied at (X, t) with u(X+, i) - u(X, t) >O (or 
< 0) when the chord that joins the points (~(2, ?)), f(u(.Y, 0)) and 
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(4X +, 0, f(df +, O)), on the u-f plane, lies below (or above) the graph 
off(u) between ~(2, i) and u(X + , i). 
Remark. In view of Lemma 2.1, one can easily verify that Oleinik’s 
E-condition holds for almost all points along any shock. On the other 
hand, it is well known that in general Oleinik’s E-condition may fail at 
most on a set of points of discontinuity with zero one-dimensional 
Hausdorff measure. As the next theorem shows, however, whenf( .) satisfies 
assumptions (1.4), then actually Oleinik’s E-condition is satisfied at every 
point of discontinuity away from the x-axis. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (X, 7) E (- CG, CJX) x (0, cx j. If u(.% +, t) Z u(X, i) then 
f’(u(i + ) i)) < 
f(u(?c +, i)) -f(u(& i)) 
u(X + ) i) - u(X, i) 
< f’(u(2, i)). (2.23) 
Moreover, when (2.23) holds as a strict inequahty, then there exists a unique 
forward characteristic x( -) through (2, i) which is a shock. 
If now u(x+, I)= ~(2, i) then u(x, t) is continuous at (X, 7). 
Finally, combination of Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 yields 
THEOREM 2.5. Let u(x, t) be an admissible BV-solution of (1.5), (1.2). If 
x(. ) is a shock on (T, 0~) ), then for any o E (T, cc ), 
I 
li,Ff lkdt), t)l a lu(x(4,~il, 
(2.24) 
lim SUP IuMt) +, t)l d IW~I + T 011. 
rtc 
When (2.24) hold as equalities, then the functions Q(t), t), u(X(t) + , t) are 
continuous at t = o and the curve x(. j is differentiable at cr. When the first 
(and/or the second) of (2.24) holds as a strict inequality, then (x(o), o) is a 
collision point of x( .) with another shock or centered compression wave from 
the left (and/or the right). In particular, tf x( .) is a left-contact at o, i.e., 
PM!(o)? o)l p-1 
then (2.24) hold necessarily as equalities and so x(. ) is differentiable at o and 
Ji(fl) = -PM(~), o)l p- ‘. 
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3. TRAVELLING-WAVE SOLUTIONS 
Our objective here is to determine whether the balance law (1.3), with 
f(u) satisfying (1.4), admits special, L-periodic weak solutions (L > 0) 
which are travelling waves with constant speed of propagation c, i.e., 
u(x, t) = cp(x - cc), c E Ft. 
Let us introduce the variable q = x - ct. In view of our earlier discussion 
we shall seek such solutions in the class of BV-functions. Accordingly, cp( .) 
may have over (- 00, co) an at most countable set of discontinuities. 
We restrict ourselves, however, to the case where cp( .) is left-continuous 
and has over a period [a, a + L], a~ R, only a finite number of jump- 
discontinuities, say at the points 
Then, in view of (1.3), (2.23), it is clear that cp( .) must be a continuous 
solution of the ordinary differential equation 
(3.1) 
in any open subinterval (vi, vi+ i), i= 1, 2, . . . . k - 1, while at each point yli, 
Oleinik’s E-condition 
f’(q(qj+ jj <f(q(qi+ ))-f(~(si))~s’(cp(li)j 
(P(C + I- cphj (3.2) 
and the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition 
f((P(Vi + )) --f(P(vli)) = dcP(Vri + ) - cP(rli)) 
must be satisfied. 
(3.3) 
We claim that for such a solution cp( .) to exist and not vanish identically 
over a period, it is necessary that c ~0. Indeed, suppose c>O. Then, in 
view of (3.2), (3.3 j, and (1.4), we observe that cp( -) cannot admit any jump- 
discontinuities over ( - 00, co) and so it must be everywhere continuous. 
On the other hand, by rewriting Eq. (3.1) in the form 
(3.4) 
we see that if q(a)>0 (or cp(a)tO) then cp(a+L)<rp(a) (or 
cp(a + L) > q(a)) which violates the periodicity requirement 
da) = da + LIT aE(W. (3.5) 
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Therefore, when c 20 then rp( .) must vanish identically over [a, a+ Lf 
and our claim is proved. 
Note that by (3.2) and (3.3) we have 
.f’(cp(ri+ )I < c df’(cPhi))? i = 1, 2, . . . . k, (3.6) 
and so by our preceeding discussion we immediately conclude that if 
cp( .) $ 0 then c~2 where 9 := Range(f’( .))\{O}. Furthermore, by virtue 
of (1.4) we see that for every c E 2 the equation f’(3) = c has at most two 
distinct roots. Let us assume that the value of the speed c is such that both 
roots 9, (c) > 0 and 9_(c) < 0 exist. Then, by (1.4), there exist unique 
S*,(c) < 0 and 95 (c) > 0 such that 
and 
f(s*,(C))-f(Q+(C))=C(Q*+(C)--+(C)), (3.7 1 
f(s”(c))-f(s-(C))=C(Q*(C)--Q(C)), 
respectively. Moreover, one can easily show that 
(3.8) 
$*,(C)<Q~(C)<O<Q+(C)<Q*(C). (3.9) 
Consider now the restriction of q( .) over the interval (a, f), c1< 9 < co, 
and assume that cp( -) is continuous there and solves (3.4). On studying the 
vector field of (3.4) in conjunction with the properties off( . ) we are led to 
distinguish the obtained information about the qualitative behavior of cp( .) 
into the following cases: 
I>$+, (i) if cp(a+)>9+ then dvl)L f’bhi) 1 and dvl 
f’(cP(f?)) < c7 
(ii) if cp(a+ )=9+ then no solution exists, 
(iii) if O<cp(a+ )<9+ then rp(rl)f, f’(c~(vr))l and O<P(V 
C<f’(cph))<O~ 
I<$,? 
(iv) if ~(a+)=0 then q(q)=O, 
(v) if 9- <~(a+ )<O then qP(v)l, f’(dt~))l and 9- <cp(vWO, 
c <f’(dul)) < 0, 
(vi) if ~(a + ) = 8- then no solution exists, 
(vii) if da+)<% then drjt, f’(cP(ul))f and (P(v)<K, 
f’(cph)) < c, 
where ~E(u, t) and 9,, 9% are defined as before. Let us examine cases (i) 
and (iii) only (similar analysis applies to cases (v) and (vii)). 
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Case (i). Suppose (a, q) is the maximal interval of existence (which lies 
to the right of ye = a) of a continuous solution of (3.4) that satisfies the 
condition qo(a + ) > 9 + . By virtue of the preceeding phase-portrait analysis 
we must have f’(cp($) = c and so cp(jj) = 9,. On the other hand, since 
f’(cp(q)) <c for all ye E (a, $ then, in view of (3.6), we observe that cp(q) 
cannot experience any discontinuity over (a, S) which is admissible. As a 
consequence, cp( .) should be continuous everywhere on (a, q) while at q = f 
should have necessarily a jump-discontinuity because otherwise, in view of 
case (ii), it could not be extended beyond that point. Therefore, by (3.3), 
(3.7), and (3.9), we must also have cp(q + ) = $*, < 9- < 0. Taking now into 
account the qualitative behavior of cp( .) in case (vii) and repeating the 
same arguments we conclude that the next admissible jump-discontinuity 
of cp( .) should take place at a point q> 4 where again f’(cp($) = c but 
now cp(q) = 9_ and so cp(q + ) = 9” > 9, > 0. Hence, on combining (3.5) 
with the so-far-obtained information, we immediately conclude that cp( .) 
should oscillate between the two strips S, = { rp: 0 < 9, d cp < $5 }, 
S- = (cp: $*, < cp d 9- < 0}, while all its discontinuities should be left- 
contacts. 
Case (iii). Suppose (a, a) is as in case (i). Since f’(cp(q)) > c for all 
ye E (a, q), we can allow an admissible jump-discontinuity of q(q) at any 
point fly (a, vi] and so we must have ~(6) <$+, $*, <cp(q+) ~0. In 
fact, 9: < cp(f+ ) < 8-, because 9- <cp(q+ ) <O would imply that 
f’(rp(q + )) 3 c which violates (3.6). But then according to the analysis of 
case (i), cp(q) will be trapped for all q > 1 inside the strips S, and SP and 
since 0 < ~(a + ) < 9,) the periodicity requirement (3.5) will be impossible 
to satisfy. As a consequence, case (iii) should be ruled out. 
Similar analysis shows that if c E 2 is such that the equation f’(s) = c has 
only one root, then cp( .) should vanish identically on [a, a + L]. Finally, 
on integrating (3.1) over a period and using (3.5) we also conclude that 
s a+L cp(vl) 4 = 0. (3.10) a 
We summarize our findings into the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u(x, t) = cp(x - ct), c E R, be an admissible BV-solu- 
tion of the balance law (1.3) (where f( .) conforms with (1.4)) and suppose 
that cp(. ) is L-periodic, left-continuous and has at most a finite number of 
jump-discontinuities over a period [a, a + L], aE R, say at the points 
U<Vl< ... <n,<u+L. Then, either cp(.)-0 or cp(.)#O everywhere on 
[a, a + L]. Moreover, when cp( .) #O on [a, a + L], then it is necessuril-y 
discontinuous and 
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(i) cE(C, 0), where C=max{inf,,, (f’(u)), infu,,(f’(u))), 
(ii) cp(n) is a classical solution of the ordinary differential equation 
(3.11) 
in any interval (vi, ni+ I), i= 1, 2, . ..) k - 1, between two adjacent discon- 
tinuities, and 
(iii) ever), discontinuity is a left-contact, with either 
VP(Vi) = 9 + tc) ’ Ov dfli + ) = 3*,(c) -=c 0, 
or 
where 
f’(3,(c))=c= 
f(3:(C))-f(JJ*Cc)) 
3:(C)-3*(C) . 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
In particular, cp( .) oscillates between the two strips 
s, := {cp:O<3+(c)Qp<3T(c)), 
s- :={cp:3*,(c)<fp<3~(c)<o}. 
(3.14) 
Furthermore, zf m is the number of sign-changes of q( .) over (a, a + L) then 
m E 0 (mod 2) or m E 1 (mod 2) depending on whether n = a is a point of 
continuity or discontinuity, and jz’ L cp(n) dn = 0. 
Remark. By integrating (3.11) over any interval (vi7 vi+ 1), 
i = 1, 2, . . . . k - 1, between two adjacent discontinuities and using (3.13), one 
finds that 
s ‘I,+1 IP( d~=f(3+(c))-f(9-(c))-c(3+(c)-3~(c)). (3.15) ‘li 
Let now (lli, qi+ *) be an interval over which q( .) performs a single oscifla- 
tion. Clearly, if the speed of propagation c is specified then automatically 
the length qif2 - vi is determined. On the other hand, as c varies over the 
interval (2, 0) then, by using (3.4) and (3.13) together with the implicit 
function theorm, it can be easily shown that 
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Therefore, since cp( .) must also be periodic with a given fixed period L, one 
should expect that in general the speed c can only take values in a 
particular subset of (2, 0). It turns out that for the model equation (1.5) 
this set is countable. In fact we have the following: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let u(x, t) = cp(x- ct), CE R, be an admissible BV- 
solution of the balance law (1.5), and suppose that cp( .) is L-periodic, 
left-continuous and has at most a finite number of jump-discontinuities over 
a period. Then, either q( .) = 0 or q( .) #0 everywhere. Moreover, when 
I$( .) # 0 then it is necessarily discontinuous, say at the points 
a=n,<n2< ... <q,=a+L with k=l (mod2), k>3, and 
(i) 
(P- l)eL 
‘= -(k-l)(l-e+elog&’ (3.17) 
where Q E (0, 1) is the unique positive root of the equation 
(P--1)@ l+l!(P--I)+PQ-l=o, (3.18) 
(ii) cp(u]) is a classical solution of the ordinary dfferential equation 
in any interval (vi, vi+,), i=l,2, . . . . k - 1, between two adjacent discon- 
tinuities, and 
(iii) every discontinuity is a left-contact with 
c l/(*--l) 
cp(rA= * p 
I I 
> i = 1, 2, . . . . k- 1, (3.20) 
where Q is as in (i). Furthermore, all discontinuities are equispaced and 
Vi+l-Vi= 
(l-e+el%e) ICI 
(P-l)@ ’ 
i = 1, 2, . . . . k - 1. (3.21) 
In particular, g$ -) oscillates between the two strips 
c l/(*--l) 
s, := cp: - 
1 /I P 
,,<~;llilpl’}, 
c l/(*--l) UC* - 1) 
s- := q1 - Pe i /I 
C 
<cpd - 
/I 1 P . 
(3.22) 
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ProoJ: In view of Theorem 3.1, it suffices to compute the values of et 
3 f (CL and 9% (c) for the special case of Eq. (1.5). Indeed, since 
.f’(cp)- -Pl(PIP I, we must have S.(c)= t-icy, ~‘jl:‘(pP1) and letting 
3+(c) = +Q”‘(~-‘)~~(c), where Q >O, we find from (3.13) that Q is the 
unique positive root of Eq. (3.18). In fact, one can easily show that 
Q E (0, 1). Integrating now (3.19) over the interval (fli, ?li+ i) for some fixed 
i, and taking into account (3.20), we obtain 
vi+1--?i= 
V(‘li+ 1 
~(I~(‘I’+~Ip~l-Icoli~ip~l)-IcI~~g ___ 
i I cP(4i) 
=(l-eM+ ICI log&? ~1-@+Q~~gQ)lcl -Ez 
(P- l)e P--l (P--1)@ ’ 
which proves (3.21). Finally the speed c is determined on observing that 
L=(k- l)(rli+l -vi). The proof is complete. 1 
4. LARGE TIME STRUCTURE OF SOLUTIONS 
Suppose u(x, t) is an admissible BV-solution of (IS), (1.2) where the 
initial data uu( ) satisfy (1.6), (1.7). It is clear that, for each fixed t E [0, OCI ), 
u( ., t) will also be L-periodic with mean zero. 
To every v # 0 we associate L’* # v such that 
Pb 
p-,~I~*I~-lv*-lL~~~~~v (4.1) 
v* - v 
Then 
sign v* # sign v and Iv*/ =q-l’(P-‘JIuI, (4.2) 
where Q E (0, 1) is the unique positive root of Eq. (3.18). 
Let now <( .) denote the maximal backward characteristic through a 
fixed (X, i) E ( - co, co ) x (0, CC ) and consider the mesh 0 = a, < a, < _ . . 
= i, identified in Theorem 2.1. Tracing <( .) forward in time 
o~“~~~j we observe that lu(t(t), t)l . increases exponentially fast in every 
interval (a,, aK+ i), K = 0, 1, . . . . m, while it jumps downwards across every 
point (<(a,), ax), K= 1, . . . . m, of left-contact-discontinuity. In particular, 
lu(X+, i)I =e’ m~l)!(p~l)e’-“~lu(5(al), al)j, 
lu(X + ) i)l <p+ %?‘lu,(~(O))~. 
As a consequence, the time-growth of u(X, .) depends crucially upon 
505;99.‘2-11 
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which of these two competing mechanisms eventually dominates. However, 
the outcome of such a competition is difficult to predict because 
Theorem 2.1 provides no information on the relative location of the points 
(C(a,), a,). Nevertheless, as the next theorem shows, solutions of (1.5) 
under periodic initial data with mean zero, stay bounded as t -+ cc and the 
bound is independent of the size of the data ! 
THEOREM 4.1. Let u(x, t) be the admissible BV-solution of (1.5) under 
initial duta z+,( .) which satisfy (1.6), (1.7). Tlzen for any (a, 7) E (- CG, co) x 
(T, CG) and any T>O 
i 
(P-1)L 
( 
PCT 
)i 
UP - 1) 
lu(-% ?)I 6 p(l -e-(~-l)r) ’ + 1 -,-ip--l)(i--7) , (4.3) 
where 
c=(p-l)p-l{(l-@)(l-@+@log@))-l. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.1 we need the following lemma: 
(4.4) 
LEMMA 4.1. Let u(x, t) be the admissible BV-solution of (1.5) under 
initial data u,,( .) which satisfy (1.6), (1.7). 1f (X, t) E (- a, CXI ) x (0, co) is 
such that sign u(%, t) # sign u(X + , 7) then 
It+?+, 0, ~il-e~~p-,)i)l/ip~~l), 
where C is as in (4.4). 
(4.5) 
ProoJ: Let (3, t) E (- CC,, CD) x (0, co) be such that sign u(X, j) # 
sign ~(3 +, t) and consider the maximal backward characteristic r( .) 
through (2, t) with mesh 0 = a, < a, -=z .. . < a,, 1 = i as in Theorem 2.1. 
Fix now K = 1, . . . . m + 1, and let [( .) denote the minimal backward charac- 
teristic through (<(a,), a,). If q = p - 1 we claim that 
5’(t)aJ 
e4k%-l-%) _ 1 
1 -e4(aKct--t) > 
lu(tl(a,) + v aA4, TV (a,- 1, 4. (4.6) 
Indeed, let first t E (a,-,, a,] be such that #(c(t), t)#u([(t)+, t). 
Moreover, let $(. ) denote the maximal backward characteristic through 
(i(t), t). Then, in view of Theorems 2.1, 2.2, (4.1) and (4.2), we have 
t(t) = - pb(i(t), 41’2 -ePldat) + 7 t)l” 
= et&t) > Q&(T) eqcr-‘), t E (a, I, tl, 
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and so 
e”“-‘J&t) >@j(r), r E (a,_ 1, t]. (4.7) 
By integrating (4.7) with respect o T over the interval (a,- 1, I] we obtain 
Clearly, we also have that 
~(~~-,)$S(a,-~)=S(u~)+pj~” lu(t(~,)+,~,)l~e~(r--o,)ds (4.9) 
4-I 
and 
Thus, using (4.8) in conjunction with (4.9) and (4.10) we derive (4.6). 
Suppose now I E (a,_ 1, a,) is such that u([(r), t) = u([(r) +, t). Then 
Theorem 2.2 asserts that there exists in (t, a,] such that u(i( 8, i) i 
~(((2) + , 7) and i(t) = cqfrPi’[(Z). H ence, taking into account the previous 
analysis, we have 
which proves (4.6) for this case also. By integrating (4.6) over the interval 
(T, a,) where r E (a, _, , uK), we get 
x (eq’“~-lp”K’- l)lu(<(a,) +, aK)Jq. (4.11) 
On combining now (4.11) with 
[(u,) = t(~,) = C(Z) - p jaK lu(4(a,) + , ~31~ eq+““’ ds (4.12) 
T 
and noting that t(z)-c(r)< L ( . since, otherwise, the maximal backward 
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characteristic through (((a,) -L, a,) would intersect [(. ) on the interval 
(arc-*, a,)) we arrive at the inequality 
L>fA(r)(l-e q(---a,)) lu(@q.) +, UK)14, TE(%-l, UK), (4.13) 
where 
A(T) := 
f _ e4(r--u,) 
1 -e9(“K-l-a,) -e 1% i i 
In (4.14) we set A=eq(nK-~-nX), 0=e9(““m’-‘), and define A(t(8)) :=B(@), 
i.e., 
4@- (1 -/q)(j LL@+,(gj-log(ij}, O</l<d<l. (4.15) 
The above complicated function has a very remarkable property. Indeed, as 
one can easily verify by direct computation, B(8) attains unique local 
maximum at the point 
do= A. 
A-t&-A)’ 63E(A 11% 
whose value is positive and independent of the parameter A. In fact 
B(Q,)=l-@+@log@>O 
while B(e)* 0 and B(8) -Q& -co Using the above, we deduce from 
(4.13 ) the optimal inequality 
z l44(a,) +,Qlq (1 -e q(aK-‘--a,))~(l-,+,log~)-‘L, (4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
or equivalently 
o~5(a,~1)-5(a,)~~~-e+eloge)-‘~. 
On the other hand, for all IC = 1,2, -.., m + 1, we have 
4 m+l-K~~(~(u,)+,a,)~qe-qQ~= lu(.F+, i)Iqed 
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Therefore, if we multiply (4.16) by Q”“-“, use (4.18) and sum with 
respect to K we get 
111 + I 
6(1-@+@log@)-‘L c @“+I-” 
h.=l 
or 
which implies immediately (4.5). The proof is complete. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let T>O and fix (.?:.?)~(-a, cc)x(ir, co). 
Since u( ., i) has zero mean over a period, there exists j7 E (2, ,? + L] such 
that u(j, i) < 0, u( j + , 2) 3 0. Let q( .) and 4( .) denote the maximal back- 
ward characteristics through (Z, 2) and (j, i), where d(.) has the mesh 
O=k81< . . . < f From Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 4.1 we know that for 
any t E (bj- 1, pi), i= 1, 2, . . . . 
-d(f)=PMw)+~ t)lP-’ 
and so for any te [?- T, 7) 
-i(t) < PCL l-e-lP-l)(i-T)’ (4.19) 
where C is as in (4.4). On the other hand, by Theorem 2.1, (4.1), and (4.2): 
we have that for any t E [I- T> 2), 
d(t)< -plu(.f+, 7)lp-’ e’p~l’cL~iJ, 
which, on account of Theorem 2.4, yields 
d(t)< -plu(.f, f)lP-’ e(p-“)(‘-i). (4.20) 
Hence, integrating (4.19) and (4.20) over [i- T, ?) we get 
pCLT 
N- T)-cw)G 1 ~e-(p-~)(~~T)’ (4.21) 
q(i) - q(?- T) < - (4.22) 
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Adding now (4.21) to (4.22) and noticing that (6(i) - q(l) = y - 2 G L while 
&t”-- Tj > tf(7-- T) we derive the estimate (4.3). The proof is complete. 1 
We now turn our attention to the generic structure of solutions of (1.5) 
for large times when the initial data z+,( .) E C”( - co, co) and satisfy (1.6), 
(1.7). To avoid degeneracy, we assume, further, that uo( .) $ 0 on 
(-co, co). Here a property is said to hold genera’calZy if it is true for an 
open dense set of initial data with respect o the uniform topology. Generi- 
cally, the function uO( .) changes sign across an at most finite set of points 
over a period, say at X=x,<x,< ... txk=Z-+-L with k>3. Let cp,(-) 
denote the maximal forward characteristic issuing from the point (xi, 0). 
Then qPk(f) = q,(t) + L, t E [0, co ), by periodicity. Furthermore, it is clear 
that for small t > 0, cpi(t) < cpi+ i(t), and this strict ordering may persist for 
all te [O, co) unless qi+i(.) will collide with cp,(-) at a time si, so that 
q+(t) E fpi+ i(r) for t E [si, co). Therefore, the infinite strip formed by qi( .) 
and (P~( .) is partitioned into k - 1 regions 9i, . . . . 9$-i, separated by the 
characteristics q2( .), . . . . (Pi- 1( .), i.e., 
~i:=((X,t):(Pi(t)<x<(PitI(t),Oet<sj), i = 1, 2, . . . . k- 1, (4.23) 
where sj=oz if cp,(t)~ip~+,(t), te [0, co). 
Fix now a point (x, t)e& and consider the minimal backward charac- 
teristic [( .) emanating from it. Clearly [(. ) cannot cross (pi+ i(. ), since it is 
minimal, nor can it be intercepted by cp,( .), since qi( .) is a maximal 
forward characteristic. Thus, [( .) is confined in $Z$ and so l(O) E (xi, xi+ i). 
But then, as a consequence of Theorem 2.2, we observe that the solution 
u(x, t) cannot change sign in gi. 
Let t* > 0 be a sufficiently large time so that all possible collisions 
between the characteristics cp,( .), i = 1,2, . . . . k, have ended, and name 
x(t) := qo,(t), XL(f) := 4%ltt + L, fE [t*, co). 
Moreover, since u( ., tj has zero mean over a period for any t 2 0, assume, 
without loss of generality, that u(~(t) + , t) 3 0, z&(t), t) < 0 for all t 2 t*. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let c( .) denote the maximal backward characteristic 
emanatjng from (x(i), l} with i> t *. Then there exists TE (t*, ho) such that 
if t> T, <( - ) will cross xL( .) before it will be intercepted by the axis t = 0. 
In particular, u(x( t), t) < 0 for ail t E [T, m ), and so x( - ) propagates as a 
shock on [T, co). 
Proof. Indeed, let us assume the opposite. Take any sequence (tm)z= i 
such that t, > t*, t, t 00, and for each m consider the maximal backward 
characteristic i;‘,( .) through (c(t,), t,). According to our assumption, the 
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restriction of <,( -) over Et*, t,] has to stay strictly to the left of xL(. ), 
while it cannot be intercepted by x( .), since x(. ) is a maximal forward 
characteristic. Thus 
x(t) G S,,(f) < x(t) + L7 t E l-r+, b?J (4.24 )
At the same time, in view of Theorem 2.1, (4.1), (4.2), and our previous 
discussion, the number of points of left-contact-discontinuity of U(X, t) 
across t,(t) for TV [r*, t,) cannot exceed k-2, where k is the number 
of sign-changes of uO(. ) over a period. Therefore, by Lemma 4.1, and in 
particular inequality (4.17), we must also have that for every m 
o~S,fr*f-5,,(t)<fk-1)f1-e1-elQge)-’e, t E [t*, t,]. (4.25) 
But then, on combining (4.24) with (4.25), as well as (2.17) with (4.3), we 
see that (L(t)), with t & t*, is a uniformly bounded sequence of equicon- 
tinuous functions and so there exists a subsequence {<,,(. )> which con- 
verges, uniformly on compact sets, to a continuous function t,(+) defined 
on [P, co). On the other hand, by the theory of contingent equations of 
type (2.10) [9], we are guaranteed that <,(-) is a generalized characteristic 
on [r*, co) through (c,(P), t*). In fact, <,(.) has all the properties of 
maximal backward characteristics as described by Theorem 2.1, while, by 
(4.24) x(t) 6 <,(t)<~(t) + L, TV [t*, CD). Hence, for the same reason as 
before, the number of points of left-contact-~scontinuity of LI(X, I) across 
c,(t) for TV Et*, co) cannot exceed k - 2, which, by virtue of Theorem 4.1, 
implies that 
4LAt) + , tf =45,(t), tt =o, tE [t*, 00). 
Let us now fix x* and define for every r E [0, cc) the set 
s?~:={x:U(X+,tf=U(X,t)=O,.x*~xXx*+L). (4.27 j 
We claim that for any 0 <S < t, X; E SS. In particular, SF* # @ for all 
t E [0, co ). Indeed, assume that for some t there exists x E Tt and consider 
the minimal backward characteristic $(-) through (x, t). In view of 
Theorem 2.2, we must have that r,&(s) = x and u($(s) + , s) = u($(s), r) = 0 
for all SE [0, t]. Hence XE 3’ for all s E [0, t] and the assertion follows 
upon noticing that by periodicity and (4.26), St # @ for all t > t*. On the 
other hand, take any decreasing (or increasing) sequence {xn> E Zz such 
that x, 1 x (or X, T x) as n --, co. Clearly, x E [x*, x* + L] while u(x + , t) = 
lim, + m 4x,, t)=O (or U(X, t)=lim,,, u(x,, t) =O) and so .SF[ is also 
compact. As a result, for any positive sequence {t, I,“= f such that tk -+ CZ, 
the sequence ( f?z= r .%+. )z= I converges, as m -+ CCI, to a set SF’%2 which is 
nonempty, compact and independent of ffk):= I _ 
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Next assume, without loss of generality, that x* E & and define the set 
$& := Lx*, x* + L-J \2Ya. (4.28) 
Note that, by periodicity, 9, is nonempty, open, and bounded. Therefore, 
it admits a unique representation in the form of an, at most countable, 
union of pairwise disjoint open intervals, the end points of which do not 
belong to the set 9&, i.e., 
Fix K, pick any y E (c,, d,) such that uO( .) does not change sign in (y, d,) 
and let cp(.) denote the maximal forward characteristic through (y, 0). 
Since e(t) < 0 for almost all t E [0, co ) while ~4 Tm, there must be b > 0 
and z(6) > 0 such that 
O<h<J’-p(t), tE tea a). (4.30) 
Moreover, 
c,< v(t) d 0) = Y< 4, 1 E [O, co). (4.31) 
Also, clearly, u(x, t) does not change sign in the region d := 
((x, r):cpjt)<x<d,, O< t < co >. In particular, sign u(x, t) #0 for all 
(x, t) E 9. Now let (tn> be any sequence such that t, -+ “o, as n --, co, and 
consider the sequence {q,,(. )> f o maximal backward characteristics 
through (cp(t,,), t,). On account of Theorem 2.1, (4.1), (4.2) and our discus- 
sion above, we see that for each n, q,J .) is a classical characteristic on 
[0, t,) which stays to the right of Q( .) and strictly to the left of the line 
x = la,. Furthermore, for every M, 
c, < Y = NV d t,(O) < 4, (4.32) 
u(cp(fJ +, tn) = &,$))) e’“, (4.33) 
and so, by (4.31), (4.32), and (4.34), there must be 0~ [y, d,] such that 
lim, + a uO(q,(0)) = u,(8) = 0. We claim that, as n + co, the interceptors 
tlJ0) must accumulate at d,. Indeed, notice first that 8 $ (~7, d,) because 
z+(x) #O for all x E (pi, d,). On the other hand, suppose there is a sub- 
sequence {q,( - ) f which converges, as n, + co, to a characteristic v~(. f 
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through ( y, 0). Clearly, cp( ) = 9 ,(. ) on [0, co) and, since q5( .) has to be 
a classical characteristic, 
4drh t) = u(rp(f) +, t) = udy) e’, t E [O, cc ). 
But then, by virtue of Theorem 4.1, it follows that u(q(t), t) = 
u(cp(t)+,t)=O and cp(t)=y for all t~[0, cx;), in contradiction ~oJJ$S!‘~. 
Hence, we have shown that 
fin(O) t 4, as n-+cx;. (4.35 j
At the same time, by using (4.34) in conjunction with (4.33) we get 
which, by virtue of (4.30), (4.35), implies the inequality 
&4cp(t)+, t)lpp’2(P- 1)(4-L’)? for t E [M, ccj), (4.36) 
where M > 0 is sufficiently large. 
We proceed to show that (4.36) implies also the inequality 
-@(t)2e(P- 1)(4-Y)> for almost all te [M, io), (4.37) 
where Q is the unique positive root of Eq. (3.18). Indeed, by recalling 
Lemma 2.3 and noting that QE (0, 1 j, we see that (4.37) follows 
immediately from (4.36) for almost all t such that u(cp(r), t) = u(cp( t) + , t). 
Now for every t let u*(t) # u(cp(t) + , t) be such that 
Then signv*(t)#signu(q(t)+, t) while Iu*(t)l”-‘=eiu(~(t)+, t)lp-‘, 
Moreover, by Lemma 2.3, Theorem 2.4, (4.38), and almost all t such that 
u(cp(th f) z u(cp(t) + 3 t) 
3 l4dt) + 9 t)lPp’ u(cp(f) + 9 t) - b*(t)lP-’ u*(t) 
u(cp(tj + 9 f) - u*(t) 
= Pb*(f)l Ppl=epIU((P(t)+, f)lPP1, 
which, by (4.36), yields (4.37) for this case as well. 
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Consequently, by integrating (4.37) over [M, t] we should also have 
dW - cp(t) 2 dP - 1 I(& - .YNt - WY te[M, G0j. (4.39) 
But then (4.31) and (4.39) would imply that 
‘,~ 40(“)-@e(P- rj(d,- v)(t-Mj’ for all IE [M, co), 
which is impossible. The contradiction proves the lemma. 1 
As a by-product of the proof, we obtain also 
COROLLARY 4.1. UnZess uO( .) E 0 on (-al, a), there exists 
T*E(~*, ~0) such that u(x, t)#Ofor aZlxE(--m, CG) andaN tE[T*, 00). 
The following lemma, which we need in the sequel, gives a growth 
estimate of u(c(t), t) along a minimal backward characteristic [( -). 
LEMMA 4.3, Let C( .) denote the minimal backward characteristic through 
apoint (?C,?)E(-CD, 00)x(0, m). Thenfor aflO<o<z<i, 
u(i(~), ~1 G 45(o), a) e’-“, 
u(tX~), T) 2 u(i(f~), 0) e’-“, 
when u(X, f) 2 0 
when u(X, t) d 0. 
(4.40) 
In purticular, 
lu(i(~), z)l G lu(i(o), a)l er-a- (4.41) 
Proof: From Theorem 2.2 we know that if u(;U, t) 20 (or GO) then 
u(c(t), t) > 0 (or < 0) for all t E (0, t] and the equality signs hold 
simultaneously. Hence, let us suppose ~(2, t) > 0, (the case u(X, t) < 0 can 
be treated similarly). We fix 0 < g < r Q t and apply (2.4) with x(t) = i(t) = 
t)(t) + E, E > 0, choosing as entropy-pair 
(v(u), 4(u)) = - (uf7 f(u)- 13 
wheref(u) = - ]uJP--l u. Then we get 
s ‘(‘) rj(u(x, T)) dx - j+) rl(u(xv a)) dx i(r) - E C(O)-& 7 t-(t) 4 s q’(u(x, t)) u(x, t) d,x dt 0 c(t)-& 
3 s ; i4(u(l(t) - EY t)) - ddi(t), t)) 
-f’(uK(tL t)) Cv(u(i(t) -E, 1)) - r(u(i(t), t))l> & (4.42) 
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and since 
404 - 4b4 -fwm~) - 0)) 2 0, M’E(--23, a), u E (0, cc ), 
if we multiply both sides of (4.42) by l/s and let &LO, we arrive at the 
inequality 
which, by Gronwall’s lemma, yields the first estimate in (4.40). The proof 
is complete. 1 
Let now x( .), xL( .), 0 < t* < T, be as in Lemma 4.2. Recall that x( .), 
xL( .) are both maximal forward characteristics on [t*, co) and 
24(x(t), r)<O, z&(t)+, t)aO for all TV [t*, cxj); in fact, z&(t), t)<O, 
z~(~(t) +, t) > 0 for all t E [T, co j. Let also tT( .) denote the maximal 
backward characteristic emanating from (x(T), T) with mesh 
T=/11>b2> ... > p, = 0 (cf. Theorem 2.1). We know that the function 
~(t=(t), t) is continuous and maintains constant sign, different from zero, 
along every arc di := (tT(t): pi+ 1 < t < pi), i= 1,2, . . . . n, but experiences a
left-contact-discontinuity and thereby a sign-change (cf. (2.18) (4.1), and 
(4.2)) across each point (cT(fii), pi), i= 2, . . . . n - 1. Therefore, by virtue of 
Lemma 4.2, there is I odd such that 3 < I< iz, /I!> t* and <,(fiI) = xL(/?Jr 
while the points (cr(bi), fii), i= 2, . . . . I - 1, all lie in the region 
Y := ((x, t): x(t) <?c < xL(t), tE [PI, T]}. Moreover, by Theorem 2.3, as 
well as periodicity, xL( -) and I( .) must propagate as shocks on [/I!, cc). 
Let xi( .) denote the maximal forward characteristic issuing from 
(c&?J, pi) with i= 2, . . . . 1 - 1. Clearly xj(. ) is also a shock defined on 
[Pi, 0~) and confined between x( -) and xL(. ). Furthermore, by our earlier 
discussion and since pi > PI > t* for i = 1, 2, . ..? I - 1, while u(x, t) changes 
sign across (tr(pi), pi), if we set 
xl(t) :=x(t), xl(t) := XL(f), tE CBI, m), (4.43 j 
the following strict ordering holds 
XiCt) < Xi+ ICt)v fE CL, a), i= 1,2, . . . . I- 1. (4.44) 
In particular, u(x, t) does not change sign in the regions 
~‘=((x,t):5~(c)<x<xi+I(rj, tE(Bi+I,Pi)) 
LJ ((XT tj: Xi(t)<x<Xi+,(f), tE [Pi7 4>? i = 1, 2, . . . . t- 1. (4.45) 
Let now t,( -) denote the maximal backward characteristic through the 
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point (xi(t), t) with t E [T, m). It is clear from above that t,( .) will 
necessarily cross the shock xi( -), i = 2, . . . . I, at time ri = Ti(t) E [/Ii, co) and, 
as a result, (X,(r,(t)), z,(t)) must be a point of left-contact-discontinuity. 
On the other hand, note that every segment Ai := (t,(s): ri+ l(t) <s < si(t)>, 
i = 1, 2, . . . . I- 1, where 
51(t) := I, tE CT, a)), (4.46) 
must lie entirely in $ and therefore cannot contain any such points. 
LEMMA 4.4. The functions zi(.): [T, m) + [pi, a)), i= 1, 2, . . . . 1, as 
defined above, are all strictly increasing, continuous, and unbounded. 
ProoJ For i = 1 the assertion is trivial. Let now i be fixed and consider 
the function t=r(t) which carries te [pi, co) to the time T(t)e [pi+i, co) 
of interception by xi+ i(. ) of the maximal backward characteristic 4,(. ) 
through (xi(t), t). Of course (I~+~(T(~)), z(t)) is a point of left-contact- 
discontinuity. We claim that z( .) acquires all properties declared by the 
lemma. Indeed, observe first that the strict monotonicity is a direct 
consequence of Theorem 2.1. On the other hand, we have 
-cjr(s)=plu(~i(t)+, t)lppl e(P-‘)(S-‘), s E (t(t), t), (4.47) 
and since (cf. Theorem 2.3) 
'$ u(Xi(t)+, t)="iXi(7)+, ?I? FE [Pi, cc ), (4.48) 
we conclude immediately that z( .) is continuous from the right on [pi, a). 
To show continuity from the left on (/Ii, a)), we argue by contradiction. 
Fix in (/Ii, co), pick any increasing sequence { tm} such that tm I?, as 
m + co, and assume that lim, _ co z(t,) # r(i). Then the following relation 
must hold: 
?= lim z(t,)<z(T)=z”<?. (4.49) m-m 
Moreover, we have 
~(x~+~(t”), )=u(~,(?)+, i)e’-‘, 
Xi+ l(t)-Xi(i) 
=s lu(p(?)+, 7)lPp’ (1 -e(P-‘)(i-ii)), 
Xi+ I(s(tm))-Xxi(tm) 
=-$ lu(X,(t,)+, t,)lppl (l-e(p~l)(r(rm)~rm)), (4.52) 
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and, by letting t, t 7, 
Xi+I(z)-Xj(i)=- ,” 1 Iw(7)lP-I (1 -e(P-u(f-y, (4.53) 
where 
l~(i)l := lim lu(X,(t,) +, t,,)l. (4.54) 
ht i 
Note that the limit in (4.54) exists by virtue of (4.52). At the same time, by 
the theory of contingent equations of type (2.10) [9], we know that the 
sequence {d,,( .) > converges, as rm t Z to a generalized characteristic #r (. ) 
on [0, i]!through (xi(?), ?). In fact, di(.) is independent of the choice of 
{ tm} and has all properties of maximal backward characteristics, as 
described by Theorem 2.1, except that now, by (2.24): (4.54), and our 
hypothesis, 
d- 
--gy(7)= -pln(i)~P-l>$+J5;@)= -pltf(&(l)+, 7)lP-1. (4.55) 
Let i(. ) denote the minimal backward characteristic emanating from 
(x,+,(f), ?). Then, i(.) must stay to the left of xi+ i(.) on [flit i, t”], since 
it is minimal, and because it cannot cross d( .) on (7, ?), since $i( ‘) is 
a classical characteristic on (5, i), it has to pass through the point 
(Xi+ 1(f), 3, i.e., j_‘(f) = xi+ ,(f). 
Furthermore, by Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 4.3, we have 
and so 
Xi+l(f)-Xi+l(f)~- p” 1 lu(xitl(f), f)lppl (1 -etp-‘)“-“j. (4.56) 
On combining now (4.56) with (4.51) (4.53), and using (4.50), we derive 
the inequality 
I,,,(~IP-~ (1 -e(p-l)(f-i) )-lu(xr(F)+, F)lpp’ (l-e(Ppl)(ipi)) 
2 124(&(i)+, 7)IP- 
1 e(p-l)(i-ii) l-e(p-iN-il 
( )I 
which yields 
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But this, in view of (4.49), contradicts (4.55). Therefore, r( .) is also 
continuous from the left on (pi, co). 
Finally suppose z(t) T 0 < cc, as t r co. We know that 
u(Xi(t) +, t) e-‘= u(Xi+ I(T(~)L T(t)) eprcr), tE L-Pi, ml, 
and so by Theorem 4.1 and (2.24), 
O=li,&f lz&,(t)+, ?)I ePial$$f lu(~~+,(z(t)), r(t))1 ePr(‘) 
which is a contradiction because the minimal backward characteristic 
through (x,+r(o), cr) is intercepted by tT( .) at (tT(/II+r), /Ii+ r) and 
u(t,(/Ii+ i), /Ii+ r) # 0. Thus our claim is proved and, as a consequence, the 
assertion of the lemma for i= 2 is established. The proof for general i now 
follows easily by using induction. 1 
On combining Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, with Theorems 2.3, 2.5, and using 
periodicity we deduce immediately 
COROLLARY 4.2. Every shock curve xi( -): [Bi, a) + (-w, s&?J], 
i = 1, 2, . . . . 1, is a left-contact and therefore C’-smooth on (pi, a), i.e., 
ii(t) = --Pbk(t), t)l p--l, tE(Pi, co). (4.57) 
Moreover, the functions lu(Xi(t), t)l e-‘, l&(t) +, t)l e-’ are continuous 
nonincreasing on [pi, a) and 
sign u(Xi(t)? t) Z sign 4xAt) + , t), tE [Pi, CfJ)), (4.58) 
l”(Xi(t)v t)l =@l’(P-l)lu(Xi(t)+ 3 t)19 tc CBi, a). (4.59) 
Furthermore, u(x, t) is continuous and nonvanishing in the regions x, 
i = 1, 2, . . . . I- 1, (see (4.45)). 
By virtue of Corollary 4.2 we can now proceed to write a system of 
equations which interrelates the time-evolution of the shocks xi(.) with 
that of the functions ri( e), i = 1,2, . . . . 1. 
Indeed, let t E [T, co) and consider again the maximal backward 
characteristic t,( .) through (x1(t), t). According to Lemma 4.2 and our 
earlier discussion, c,( .) has mesh 
t=r,(t)>T*(t)> ... >t,(t)> ... >o, (4.60) 
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5t(Ti(t))=Xi(ri!t))7 i = 1, 2, . . . . 1. (4.61) 
Furthermore, the following equalities hold: 
utXitTi(r)) + 3 Titr))= u(Xi+ ltTi+ ltr)), Ti+ ltr)) er”r)pr’+‘(r)t 
i= 1, 2, . . . . i, 
(4.62) 
=-$ l”(Xi(ri(t)) + 9 ~i(t))l ‘-‘Cl -e 
(P- ll(T,+l(r)-riu~))~ (4.63) 
Therefore, by taking advantage of (4.57) and (4.59), we obtain from (4.62) 
(4.63) the following set of functional equations: 
~i(~i(~))=~e(~-l)(~‘(‘)--~+~(f))~i+l(~j+,(f))) 
i = 1, 2, . . . . I - 1, (4.64) 
The importance of the above system is apparent. In view of Lemma 4.4, it 
not only describes completely the structure of the wave-pattern for large 
times but provides also the vehicle for investigating the asymptotic 
behavior of u(x, t) as t + co. 
As it can be easily verified by direct computation, (4.64) admits as 
solution the functions 
loi2 e Ti(s)=s+(i- I)- 
p-l’ s E [Pi, 02 h 
(4.65) 
i = 1, 2, . ..) 1, 
ITits) = Xi(Bi) - 
(P- l)eL 
(I-l)(l-e+eloge) 
ts - PA SE [Bit m!. (4.66) 
Of course, (4.65) and (4.66) are by no means general solutions of (4.64) 
but, on account of Theorem 3.2, they provide substantial evidence to 
conjecture that, as t -+ co, all shocks xj( .) approach equispaced parallel 
straight lines and therefore U(X, t) approaches a travelling wave rp(x - ct) 
with speed 
(P- l)eL 
c= -(I-l)(l-Q+QlogQ)’ 
(4.67) 
In fact, as we also mentioned in the introduction, an analogous result has 
been demonstrated for Eq. (1.3) when f( .) is strictly convex [15]; for 
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example, as in (1.9). However, in the nonconvex case this issue still remains 
unresolved and we merely point out that, despite such a strong indication, 
one may not preclude the possibility of solutions of (4.64) which exhibit 
oscillatory or even more complicated asymptotic behavior. 
Even so, the next proposition reveals a remarkable property incor- 
porated by that system which, apart from its own interest, may also prove 
to be useful in the future for studying the behavior of its solutions. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose u,J. ) E C ‘( - a, w ). Then, generically, etlery 
shock curve xi( .): [/Ii, KI) --f (- ccj, rT(pi)], i= 1, 2, . . . . Z, is C2-smooth on 
(pi, m) andfor any tE (T, 00) 
=(P-1) 
Qe’P- l)@(r) _ 1 
e(P- l)=,(r) _ 1 ’ i= 1,2, . . . . l- 1, (4.68) 
where 
a,(t) := T,(t) - Ti+ ,(t), i = 1, 2, . . . . I- 1. (4.69) 
Furthermore, the functions T~(. ): [T, cxz ) -+ [/Ii, ~0) are, generically, C I- 
smooth on (T, ccj) and if T* > T is such that s[(T*) 2 T (cj Lemma 4.4) 
then for all t E (T*, a3 ) 
a,(t) = 
,-(P--l)ai+l(‘)_,~(P~l)ai(rJ 
1 _ e-(P- l)al(l) ’ 
i = 1, 2, . . . . I - 2, (4.70) 
and 
c?- 1(t) = 
e-(P-l)~~(r-o(l))_e~(p-l)a/~I(r) 
1 _ e-(~- lh(d 3 
(4.71) 
where 
I- I 
D(t) := c a,(t). (4.72) 
i= 1 
In particular, (4.70) is satisfied for all t E (T, a3 ). 
Remark. Note that in Theorem 4.2 the term “generically” is to be 
understood as a property which is valid on an open dense set of initial data 
with respect to the standard C r-topology. 
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ProoJ Fix 2~ [IT, co) and consider the maximal backward charac- 
teristic <r(.) through (x,(i), i) with mesh 
f=Z,>iz> ... >t,>S[,l> ... >z,w+,=o. (4.73 1 
Assume m 3 I+ 1; the case m = I is simpler and can be treated by exactly 
the same method. Of course, Zi = zi(t) for i = 1,2, . . . . 1. Let also xi( -) denote 
the maximal forward characteristic emanating from ( tr(Ti), .ti), 
i = I + 1, . . . . m. Clearly, by Theorems 2.1, 2.3, xi( .) is a shock on [Z,, cc ). 
Observe now that, by virtue of Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 4.2, xl+ 1(.) 
cannot colljde with x1( .) at any t E [Z,, co). Therefore, the analysis of 
Lemma 4.4ican be applied to yield, together with Corollary 4.2, that 
x1+ r( .) is, in fact, a left-contact-shock on [Zr+ r, co); actually x1+ r( -) coin- 
cides with x2( -) + L on [f2, w). Hence, forward induction based on the 
previous argument leads to the conclusion that all .ri(. ). i = i + 1, . ..) nz, are 
also left-contacts on their respective intervals of definition and, as a result, 
they cannot interact among themselves or with any other shock. 
At the same time, since u(~,(t) +, t) is continuous on [T, CO) (cf. 
Corollary 4.2), by Theorem 2.1 and the theory of contingent equations of 
type (2.10) [9], we are guaranteed that if 6 > 0 is sufficiently small, then 
every maximal backward characteristic t,( .) emanating from (x1(t), t) with - - 
t E [t, t + S], will have the same number of mesh-points as ri(. ), i.e., 
t=s,(t)>z,(t)> ... >z,(t)>z,+,(t)> ... >TnzcI(t)=O. (4.74) 
Moreover, by Lemma 4.4 and the above discussion, the functions zi( .), 
i = 1, 2, . . . . 
- - 
m, are all continuous and strictly increasing on [t, t + 61, and 
for any t E [?, t+ S] 
5r(zi(t))=Xi(ri(t))3 i=l,2 2 ..., I,..., m. (4.75) 
Furthermore, apart from (4.64), the following equalities hold: 
ii(zi(f) 
)= pe(p-I)(ri(r)-r,+I(r)i~i+ l(zi+ I(f)), (4.76) 
i=l , . ..) m - 1, 
x,(7,(t)) 
-Xi+ I(Ti+ ,(t)) = ~i+$+;:‘” (,h- I)(~i(~)-Tr+i(ll) _ 1). (4.77) 
Note also that the interceptors l,(O) by the x--axis must all lie in the same 
interval (a, b), over which uO( .) should maintain constant sign different 
505;990.1 2 
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from zero. Let S, = r,(t) and consider the function x = x(s,) which carries 
s,~ E (r,(i), r,(i+ 6)) to the interceptor t,(O) E (a, b). Then 
xm(&n) = xhz) - - p”l I~,(x(s,))l~-~ (e(P-l)S”- l), (4.78) 
AL + v GJ epsm = wMhJ), (4.79) 
L(&n) = -Pl4X,(&A s,)l p- l= --P@l4X,z(~,) + 7 GJp- l. (4.80) 
Clearly, x( .) is continuous and strictly increasing. Furthermore, by (4.80), 
Theorem 2.2, and Lemma 4.3, the function Ju(x~(s,) + , s,)j ePSm is 
continuous nonincreasing on (r,(i), t,(t+ 6)). Thus, by (4.79) and our 
hypothesis, on the range of X( .) we must have d(lu,(x)l)/&<O and so 
generically 
x E MT,(O), x(T,(f+ @)I. (4.81) 
Hence, by the implicit function theorem, it follows from (4.78) that x( .) is 
Cl and, by virtue of (4.79), (4.80), x,(.) is C2 on (T,(?), r,(t+B)). In 
particular, after a short calculation, we obtain 
dx (I- 4) pluo(x(s,))l p- ’ eippl)‘m -= 
&?I 1 -pl~~(x(s,))l~-~ d(lu,,(x)l)/dx (e(P-‘)Sm- 1)’ 
(4.82) 
iim(sm) - (P - 1) fri&z) 
= -Q&T-- 1) lu,,(x(s,))lp-’ ecp-l)sm~ (luo(x)I,$. (4.83) 
m 
Moreover, by (4.81), (4.82), and (4.83), we observe that 
iiA%z) - (P - 1) L(srn) ‘03 sm E (~,(a TmV+ 6)). (4.84) 
We proceed now by backward induction. Let i be fixed, set si+, = ri+ l(t), 
si = ri (t), assume that 
iii+l(si+l)-(P-l)~i+l(si+I)>o, si+ I E (Ti, l(Ov zi+ I(?+ W), (4.85) 
and consider the function T = r(si) which carries si E (ri(i), r,(t+ 6)) to the 
time t(,si) = si+, E (ri+ i(i), ri+ l(i+ 6)). Then 
ji(si) = Qe(P- INsi- ad) 
ii, l(+i)X (4.86) 
xi(si)-xi+l(T(SI))=~~~~J;;)) (e~P-‘)(~‘--T(~iH- I), (4.87) 
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and so, by (4.85) and the implicit function theorem, it follows from (4.86), 
(4.87), that r( .) is C’ and xi( .) is C* on (r,(t), ri(t+s)). Moreover, after 
a straightforward calculation, we obtain 
dz -(I -$)(p- 1) ii+l($.Ji)) e(p-i)(--@)) -= 
dsi (e(p-l)(si-T(sI))- 1) [ji+ ~(T(s~)) - (p - 1) ji+l(z(si))] ’ (4’88) 
-Cl -P)tP- l) ii(r(si)) > 
=@[jii+l(T(si))- (p- 1) jiil(Z(Si))] .,,l~(X~-TiS~n$,, (4.89) 
I 
which imply also 
jij(sj)-(p- l)ji(sj)>o, SjE (TJi), zip+ 6)). (4.90) 
We have thus shown that, generically, every shock curve xi( .) is 
C*-smooth on (r,(t), z,(t+b)) and (4.90) holds. On the other hand, for 
all r~(t, t+6) 
~i(~i(t))=~e(P-‘)(ri(f)~rl+l(t))~i+l(~i+l(t)), i= 1, 2, “.f E- 1, (4.91) 
and so, by applying forward induction and using (4.46), (4.90), we deduce - - that every function ri( .), i = 1, 2, . . . . I, is C’smooth on (t, t + 6). The 
smoothness properties acclaimed by the theorem now follow easily from 
Lemma 4.4. It remains to prove (4.68), (4.70), and (4.71). Using (4.69) we 
rewrite (4.64) in the form 
= Qe(P- lh(r)~i+ L (I-j1 aj(t)) y i= 1,2, . . . . I- 1, (4.92) 
Xi(r-~a,(l))-xl+,(t-~,~jt~)) 
i== 1, 2, . . . . I- 1, (4.93) 
with the interpretation xi”= 1 czi(t) =O. We now fix i, differentiate (4.93), 
and use (4.92). The result of this lengthy computation is 
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which establishes (4.68). Next, we differentiate (4.92) with i= 1 and use 
(4.68) with i= 2. We obtain 
h(r) Il(t)=(p-1) 1+(1-e) l_;;l!:brl;ol(l)). ( (4.95) 
and so by applying (4.68) with i= 1, we derive (4.70) for i= I. For general 
i < I - 2 we proceed by induction, assuming the result is true for 
1, 2, . . . . i- 1. 
Finally, let T* > T and L>(t) be as in the statement of the theorem. Then 
the function a,(t- D(r)) is well defined for all 6~ CT*, a), while, by (4.68) 
and periodicity, the following holds: 
Furthermore, if we multiply ail equalities in (4.92) we get 
By di~erentiating (4.97) and using (4.96), as weli as, (4.68) for i= 1, we 
arrive at 
B(t)=e 
-lP--Ilal([--D(r))_e-(P-l)al(r) 
1 -e-(P-lfdr) f te(T*, CO}. (4.98) 
On the other hand, by summing all equalities in (4.70), we deduce 
.ri(t)-oi,-,(t)=e 
-(p-lfai-L(T)_e-(P-lf~lfrf 
1 -,-(P--lMO ’ (4.99) 
which, in view of (4.98), yields (4.71). The proof is complete. i 
We summarize our main results into the following 
THEOREM 4.3. Let u(x, r) be the adn~issib~e TV-soIution of (1.5) under 
continuous initial data u,,( .) which satisfy (1.6), (1.7). Then, as t -+ OCI, u(x, t) 
stays uniformly bounded and the bound is independent of the size of uO( -). In 
particular, (4.3 ) holds. 
~urthermo$e, let k > 3 be the (genericaiIy finite) number of points in a 
fixed period, say X = x1 < x2 < . . . < xk = X + L, across which the function 
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u,-J. ) changes sign. Then, to every maximal forward characteristic qj(. ) issu- 
ing from the point (xj, 0) there corresponds a time oj> 0 such that vi(.) 
propagates as a left-contact-shock on [oj, co). In particular, there are only 
1 of these shocks that are spatially distinguishable, denoted by> xi(.), 
i = 1, 2, . . . . 1, and defined on [pi, co), with pi= oj for some j = 1, 2, . . . . k, 
where k 2 13 3 and 1~ 1 (mod 2). The properties of the shocks xi( .) are 
described by Corollary 4.2 and their time-evolution is governed by system 
(4.64), where the functions zi(.), i= 1, 2, . . . . 1, are as in Lemma4.4. 
Moreover, tf uO(. ) is also of class C ‘, then Theorem 4.2 holds. 
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